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A series of experiments with aircraft are

planned for November and December 1989 to

study cirrus ice crystal nucleation mechanisms
and to test new aircraft instrunmntation. Tile

measurements will be conducted using the

NCAR Sabreliner (Drs. Don Hagen and Andy

lleymsfield) and King Air (Dr. AI Cooper).

Sampling will be conducted near Boulder,

Colorado, in lenticular (mountain wave) clouds,

and over Missouri in cirrus generating cells.

Field samples of aerosol and ice crystal replicas
and melt-water from these cirrus clouds will

be collected and studied in Prof. Hagen's

laboratory.

One of the limitations of FIRE Phase I

was the inability to collect particles from the

Sabreliner and estimate their shape; shape is

important for estimating ice water content and

ice particle scattering properties. A sampler

similar to that used on the King Air during

FIRE Phase I (a rod containing a coated

slide) will be extended through the skin of the

Sabreliner. Owing to the comparatively high

speed of the Sabreliner, the collection area is

reduced from the probe used on the King Air

to improve collection efficiency. Our initial

tests of this collection apparatus indicates that

oil on the slides is stripped-off in the high

velocity air. Therefore, we will use other

collection media. Soot-coated slides will be

used as the impressions can be used to discern

parlicle phase (Fig. 1A, particles in cirrus from

the Sabreliner, Fig. 1B, water droplets in the

laboratory, courtesy Nancy Knight). (Water

droplets cause soot to concentrate at their

centers and leave diffuse edges, ice particles

leave streaked impressions). Gelatin-coated

slides containing dye can also be used to

decipher phase. We will also use replication

techniques as these proved to i)rovide high

quality images of ice particles during FIRE

phase I. Collections will also be made from tile

King Air, as was dohe during FIRE Phase I.

A lnajor limitation of the FIRE Phase

I microphysical data set was the lack of

measurements of particles below 50 microns
with the Sabreliner attd below 25 microns wi! h

the King Air. A new instrument currently

being fabricated which collects particles in

oil on a continuously moving belt and then

photographs them with a video camera will

be tested on the King Air and possibly the
Sabreliner as well. The nfinimum detectable

crystal size is about 7 microns, with 1 nficron
resolution. The device will fit within a

Particle Measuring Systems (PMS) 2D probe

cannister and thus will be interchangeable

between aircraft. (However, removal of a 2D

probe is required, and consequently 2D data

from will be lost). A photograph of a prototype

of the instrument appears in Fig. 2 and imaged

ice crystals in the laboratory appear in Fig. 3.

We hope to obtain ice particle concentration

d_ta continuously down sizes much smaller

than previously possible with aircraft.

Relative humitlity, crttcial to understand-

ing ice particle growth and vertical m(,liol_ in

cirrus, was poorly measured by aircraft dur-

lug FIRE Phase I. A uew cryogenic hygr-l_t-

eter which is purported to provide high accu-

racy relative hunfidity measuremrnls ([owli to

temperatures below -50°C will be tested. This

instrument ha_ been fabrica|ed at NCAR using

a design developed by NOAA to iLteastlrr I'_-I-

ative hunddity from balloons. The in_l I ttnlelll

is contained within the aircraft chitin, and air
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is drawn ill to the sensing area using a. metal

bellows l)nmp. Flights in lenticular clouds are

ideal to _est. [lie accnracy of this device since

the lea(lin K e(1Ke (d' the el,rod will contain wa

let" droplets (apl)roximately 100% relative hu-

luidity) and humidities upwind of the cloud are

easily calculable. Flights in and below cirrus

_eneralinK cells which contain liquid water can

als,, lw _ise([ t,_ test the accora,'y _f the mea-
,_II l'elllell[,

Improved methods flw measl,ring the
verlica] velocity fron] the a.ircraft will be tested

as verlical velocities during F[RE Phase I conld
only he reliably measured to 50 cm s -a. The

method involves usinK Lagra.ngian-type spiral

descents. The horizontal velocity la(eral to the

aircraft is measured in each loop of ttFo spiral.

Divergence values are fi,u,d fi,' eacll l_,,,p,

a.nd the equatiotl of conlinuil.y is iule_raled
to find the vertical ve],_city distribulio, wil.lD

altitude. ]t is necrssary i,(_ define ihe l_,mndary

conditi,ms al, the elot,d top before infegratin K

I he equation of c(mliJmity. We hope t._,

test various Inet.]t_ds fiw ol_tainin K l.he Ulq_rr

boundary condition, possil)]y 1)3, lnakin_,, _1

circular, constant altilude track imnwdiately at

or inmle(liately above clm,d top fr_,n whicll a

divergeno, vahle can 1)e obtained.

Figure 1. Microphotographs of images of particles collected in s,,,_t-covered slid,.s

A: Ice l)a.rlicles wilh t,he Sabreliner in cirrus. Note the columnar i11m_es at. th,. ce,l.,.1 ,ff

the each i],q)ression. These particles were aboul. 120 microns. B: _¥ate, (l]-,_l)Iels in the
lal_oralory. The droplets forming these impressions were I0 to 50 microns diameter. This
data is courtesy Nancy Knight.
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Fig.re 2. I,r_,t,,tyl., .f r_.,ti,m,,.s irr pa,,'tirh" sUml'l,','.
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Another unknown from FIRE Phase I was

tile cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) spectra

and nuclei composition; flirt.her understanding

of cirrus crystal nucleation and cirrus crystal

concentrations requires such knowledge. Air

samples will be collected in mylar bags from

tile aircraft. Air will be pumped (metal bellows

pumps) into the aircraft through a manifold

"with an inlet beyond the aircraft's sphere of

influence. Following sample collection, the bags

will be transported rapidly to the Rolla airport

and the CCN spectrum and composition will be

characterized. Decay of the CCN spectrum due

to collection on the walls of the bag, expected

to be small, will be evaluated by experiments.
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Figure 3. Photograph of ice particles imaged with sampler in the laboratory.

Crystals are approximately 20 nficrons diameter.
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